
YTT Checklist
RYT 500



Review RYT 200 Checklist
Be a resource to your

trainees by being in
the know.



Hours 1-100
RYT 500



Learning Objective: Consume Data from 
a Trainer’s vantage point. 

Hours 1-100
Consume data  presented to the 200hr folks online via

podcasts, Zooms, written lessons in a Glimpse of Yoga to
work towards mastery. Learn how Edge offers YTT from
the other side of the mat. Fill out the 200hr manual to
create your own teacher’s guide. Meet with Michelle at

100-hours to evaluate the direction you’d like this to go.
Which platform are you most comfortable presenting

on?



Hours 101-200
RYT 500



Learning Objective: Gain experience co-leading a 200. Develop a teaching style. 
Hours 101-200

Step up and take a leadership role. Earn experience
assisting YTT.  Platforms available to do so are:

phone lectures, chat sessions, and Zoom video demos.
Focus on filling out the mock workshop worksheets
in the 300hr manual.  Schedule plan with Michelle at

200-hours.



Hours 201-300
RYT 500



Learning Objective: Prove Mastery. 
Hours 201-300

All you need to do now to finish up the last
100 hours using your mock workshop

worksheets to present in YTT to the 200hr
students. Work closely with Michelle on a

weekly basis to do so.



Homework Submission 
Fill out your workbooks, book report,

the anatomy lessons listed in the
anatomy podcasts with Shane, and

celebrate! This can be done in July so
enjoy the process!



Housekeeping Notes
Asteya: non-stealing

Come to live Zoom lessons prepared. Take a day or
two to comb through the Welcome section on

Teachable aka MichelleRaeSobi.com. Keep an eye on
Slack messages, announcements, and read the

emails thoroughly. My first priority is to hold
space for YTT. I hope this aids you in having a joyful

and abundant training.



Earn your
RYT 500

Distinction!


